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SUM}1ARY

report

for

thisIn

converter

the design and implementation of a sampling rate

video signals is described. The converter is capable

of converting ratios in the range 1 ~ F . IF t < 2. The actual
s,1n s,ou

converter is a digital circuit that implements a time discrete

convolution between a sequence of original samples and a stored

impulse response, to derive a sequence of samples with the desired

sampling rate at the output. The impulse response is calculated and

stored in the converter by means of a micro computer. By using a

micro computer it is very easy to change an impulse response and

thus to study the effects of different responses.

the

are

the design of

responses used

during

impulse

Some problems that are encountered

converter and some aspects of the

discussed in detail.

In the last chapter some proposals fore futural investigations and

expansions are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

In TV sets and other video equipment signal processing in the past

was done with analog techniques, as is the case with a lot of

present-day TV sets. Nowadays

digital, and manufacturers try

in IC's. This is not just

a lot of functions are becoming

to integrate a lot of these functions

done to decrease prices and increase

but also to add extra functions that were not possible

examples are a digital colour decoder that adapts

the received signal, or a picture memory to filter ato

reliabili ty,

before. Some

itself

picture in two directions (horizontal and vertical) to increase the

sharpness of boundaries.

Before video signals can be digitally processed, they have to be

sampled and quantized to get a digital representation of the

original analog signal. The rate at which sampling takes place

depends on a lot of factors. Generally the sampling rate should be

as low as possible, for example when samples are stored on tape or

in a memory as mentioned above. In other situations it is neccesary

to use a sampling rate

minimum, for example in

that is much higher than the theoretical

a digital colour decoder, where a high

sampling rate results in a very simple and efficient design.

Apparently it

sampling rate

there exist

is some times advantageous to use more than one

in a signal processing system. This and the fact that

several standards for sampling of video signals implies

that several parts of a system (e.g. TV set and a cable network that

operates with sampled signals) or subsystem (e.g. a TV set) might

work with different sampling rates and therefore are not compatible

so far as rates are concerned. The only way to couple parts with

different sampling rates is to make use of sampling rate conversion.

This is the process of making a new signal with appropriate sampling

rate from an original signal with another sampling rate.
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This report treats several aspects of sampling rate conversion,

especially conversion of sampled video signals. Before sampling rate

conversion is discussed, some principles of television are

introduced. Chapter 2 deals with some basic elements of the sampling

rate conversion process itself and with some problems that arise

when conversion between arbitrary rates should be possible. As we

will see, sampling rate conversion is basically a process of

interpolating new samples in intervals of original samples. For this

an interpolating function is necessary. Some demands these function

have to meet will be discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with

the problem of decoupling of the two clocksignals that determine the

sampling rates at the input and output of a converter. In the next

chapter a complete converter is described,

converting sampled video signals with any

1 ~ ratio < 2. The described converter was

results of some measurements are given in

chapter gives some conclusions and recommendations for futural

expansions and improvements of the converter.
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1. COLOUR TELEVISION PRINCIPLES

In this chapter some background information on television will be

presented: the scanning process, black and white television, colour

television, compatibiliy. Furthermore something will be said about

future developments in relation with sampling rate conversion.

1.1 Scanning

Before a picture can be transmitted there should be an electrical

representation of this picture. This representation is obtained by

scanning a scene line by line with a scanning device in a TV camera.

While scanning, intensity of light is transformed into a

proportional voltage, which is necessary to produce a signal that

can be transmitted. In a TV set this signal is used to reconstruct

the scene line by line by using the same scanning pattern.

1 -=?"=":~~~--- )13-
314

316

- - - 625

JIl_~::?~~~~:-:- _
\12 ::--:::;-~~~~.:.:.:.:.:~::: 624

~ ~----
'01 J - .:.:.:..:_~

Fig. 1.1 Scanning pattern for TV

1.1 shows how such a pattern looks like. The scanning starts

upper left corner at the beginning of line I, and stops when

of line 1 is reached. The scanningspot is retraced to the

of line 2 where scanning is started again. This process

the end

beginning

Figure

in the
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continues until the end of the first half of line 313 is reached.

From/ here the scanningspot moves to the beginning of the second half

of line 313 at the top of the image. where the process continues

until the end of line 625 is reached. Now the picture is scanned

completely, and the process starts again at line 1.

One complete scan, or a picture, takes 40 ms, thus each second a

picture is scanned 25 times. This low scanning frequency of 25 Hz is

visible to the human eye and would result in a fatiguing flicker of

the TV screen. To improve this, a picture is divided into two half

pictures called fields. These fields contain 313} lines each and are

interlaced. This way the flicker frequency is raised from 25 Hz to

50 Hz, wich causes an image to appear with less visible flicker.

Figure 1.1 shows a scanning raster with 625 lines. This is not the

only standard. There are other standards that use 405, 819 or 525

lines per frame.

1.2 Black and white television

To be able to reproduce a picture with a television set, some extra

information is added to the signal described above. This extra

information contains blanking pulses to blank out the electron beam

in the picture tube while going upwards or from right to left, and

synchronization pulses. The latter ones are used to synchronize

horizontal and vertical oscillators in the receiver that determine

when and where the electron beam is "writing" on the screen.

The vertical resolution is determined by the number of lines, while

the horizontal resolution is determined by the available bandwidth.

Normally a videobandwidth of 5 MHz is used.

Figure 1.2 describes the signalpath in a television system. A camera

transforms a scene into an electrical signal. After some

synchronization pulses are added, the signal is modulated and
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RNTENNR RNTENNR

TV CRMERR TRRNSMITTER

Fig. 1.2 Blockdiagram TV system

transmitted. VSB (Vestigial Side Band) modulation is used instead of

DSB (Double Side Band) modulation to save transmission bandwidth. By

using this kind of modulation the inferior low frequency behaviour

of SSB (Single Side Band) modulation is avoided. The transmitted

signal is received with a television set that is described in figure

1.3.

ANTENNfl

Fig. 1.3 Blockdiagram of a TV receiver

The received signal is fed into the HF stage where tuning and mirror

frequency rejection is accomplished. In the MF stage um.,ranted

adjacent channels are suppressed, thus only one channel is left.
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This signal is amplified in the video stage and fed to the picture

tube. The video stage also contains horizontal and vertical

oscillators and amplifiers to create the same scanning pattern as

used in the TV camera. Both oscillators are synchronized with the

aforementioned sync pulses.

More about modulation can be found in [19].

1.3 Colour television

Any colour can be synthesized by a weighted sum of the three primary

colours red, green, and blue. The easiest way of implementing colour

television would be to use three camera's, one for each primary

colour, to combine the three resulting signals UR(t), UG(t), UB(t),

and to transmit the resulting signal. Since in this way the colour

TV system would not be compatible with the existing B&W TV system,

another system is used that is compatible. To achieve compatibility,

the three primary colours are not transmitted, but three linear

independent combinations of them instead:

(1.1 )

( 1.2)

( 1.3)

All signals UR(t), UG(t), and UB(t) are fed into a matrix to obtain

these combinations. The Uy(t) signal (also called luminance or Y) is

almost identical to a B&W signal and thus can be used in B&W TV

sets. In a colour TV set the other two signals are fed into a matrix

together with the luminance signal. This matrix performs the inverse

operation of the matrix mentioned before, so the three signals

UR(t), UG(t), UB(t) are available again, and thus display of
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coloured pictures is possible.

The two signals UB(t) - Uy(t) and UR(t) - Uy(t) (called chrominance

signals, or U and V respectively) have to be transmitted via the

same channel as the signal from the old B&W TV system. This can be

done in the following way.

Due to the scanningproccess the spectra of the chrominance and

luminance signals are not continues but exhibit a comblike line

spectrum. This creates the possibility of multiplexing these signals

in an interleaved fashion by modulating the chrominance signals on

subcarriers and adding them to the luminance signal. Thus a signal

results that can be used by B&W and colour TV sets (fig 1.4).

In a TV receiver the chrominance signals have to be demodulated; for

this the subcarrier is necessary. The subcarrier is regenerated by

means of the burst. A burst is a short period in the blanking of a

TV line during wich approximately 10 periods of the subcarrier are

transmitted

Since the human eye is less perceptive to resolution of chrominance

than it is for luminance, the bandwith of chrominance can be reduced

to approximately 1.3 MHz.

B/W CRT

CClUlUR CRT

G

R

B

y

v

~-=U_--i MATR I XMATRIX

Fig. 1.4 Compatability of B&W and Colour TV
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At this moment three different systems are in use:

-NTSC (National Television System Committee, 1953)

Two chrominance signals I and Q, that are quite similar to the

signals U and V described above, are modulated on carriers with 90

degrees phase shift, so called quadrature modulation. By choosing

appropriate subcarrier frequencies, little interference between

spectra results. The major disadvantage of this system is its

sensitivity to phase shifts during transmission. Since phase

information is directly related to colour information, errors result

in disturbing changes in colour.

-PAL (Phase Alternation Line, 1963)

The PAL-system uses quadrature modulation for transmission of the U

and V signals, just like the NTSC-system. The major difference from

the NTSC-system is the way colour shifts are avoided. One of the

chrominance signals is transmitted with an alternating phase on

adjacent lines, which results in complementary errors in the

receiver. This way phase errors average out to a large extent, which

is an important improvement on the NTSC-system.

-SECAM (SEquentel Couleur A Memoire, 1962)

This system uses frequency modulation to code the chrominance

signals. Every line, only one of the chrominance signals is

transmitted, while the other one is kept in memory in the receiver,

which is another way to avoid undesired colour shifts.

Figure 1.5 describes a simplified colour TV receiver. After the MF

stage a colour decoder splits the received signal in three

components Y, U, and V. These are fed into a matrix to regain the

signals UR(t), UG(t) and UB(t) that after amplification can be used

in the picture tube.

More about colour TV can be found in [1], [2], [3].
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ANTENNA

COLOU~ C~T

Fig. 1.5 Block diagram of a CTV receiver

1.4 Television in the future

The present-day TV standard has been developed in the analog period,

and is, with the possibilities of modern techniques in mind, a bit

outdated. Thus it is not surprising that new and better systems are

under development. Yet, as it takes a long time to introduce a new

standard, we will have to deal with the old system for a while.

While all signal processing was done with analog techniques, a lot

of functions have been replaced by digital circuits. Because digital

circuits lend themselves admirably for integration, modern TV sets

are getting smaller, more reliable, and cheaper. The use of digital

techniques also creates the possibility of introducing features and

improvements that were not possible before.

Figure 1.6 shows how a receiver that uses digital circuitry could

look like. After the video signal has been sampled and quantized, it

is fed into a digital colour decoder. Like the analog decoder this

gives three signals, Y, U and V, although these are now sampled

signals. New is the block marked with an asterisk. The central part
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of this block consists of one or more blocks of memory that can

contain a received picture. This memory could for example be

used to "write" every received picture twice on the TV screen, and

thus double the flicker frequency to 100 Hz, which is more pleasant

to the eye. Another possible use of the memory is that of two- or

even three dimensional filtering for crispening or noise reduction

respectively. Now that the video signals have been processed, they

are fed into a matrix to get the signals UR(t), UG(t) and UB(t) back

again. After DA conversion and amplification they are ready to drive

a picture tube. The matrix also can be used to put external video

signals, either analog or digital, on the TV screen. These signals

could for example come from a VLP, VCR, or home computer.

/
DIGITAL T T ft

COLOUR u u MATRIX G COLOUR CRTv * v B
DECODER

'~EXT.
~CB ~I EXT. TUV

Fig. 1.6

1.5 sampling of video signals

There are two different ways of sampling a video signal that are

normally used. The first method is called line locked sampling, and

as the name indicates the sampling clock is synchronized with the

horizontal synchronization signal by means of a phase locked loop.

This implies that the sampling frequency must be such that an

integer number of samples fits in one line. Thus the scanning

pattern looks like figure 1.7a, which shows some adjacent lines and

the position of the samples on these lines. Another sampling method

is called burst locked sampling. Burst locked sampling uses a
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sampling frequency of four times the subcarrier frequency. In this

case the sample clock is synchronized with the colour subcarrier

instead of the horizontal synchronization pulse. This means that no

integer number of samples fits in one line because the ratio of the

sampling frequency and the line frequency is not an integer. Figure

1.7b shows how this scanning pattern looks like.

The advantage of burst locked sampling is that a digital colour

decoder can be made much easier than when line locked sampling is

used ([20], [21]). The disadvantage is that when vertical filtering

of an image is used, the samples on adjacent lines are not

positioned on a vertical straight line, which makes extra

calculations necessary.

x

x

x

>(

x

x

x

x

)(

x

x
x

x

x

x

~ X X X X

X X X X X

x X X X X

x X X X ~

Fig. 1.7 Positions of samples,
(a) line locked,
(b) burst locked, F =4*subcarrier

s

1.6 Sampling rate conversion of video signals

Until now nothing has been said about the sampling rate, i.e. the

number of samples taken each second, of the various signals. In

contrast to what one would expect these rates are not always the

same troughout a system. A digital colour decoder for example could
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work with a high sampling rate of four times the subcarrier

frequency, which is 4*4.3=17.73 MHz. In another part of the system

it is desirable to use a low sampling rate to reduce the number of

samples that have to be stored in a picture memory as mentioned

before. External signals can use even other rates due to different

standards.

It is obvious that parts of a system that operate with different

sampling rates are not compatible. A method to make coupling

possible is called sampling rate conversion. This subject will be

discussed in detail in the next chapter.

The sampling rate converter that will be described in this report is

intended for conversion of luminance signals. Because chrominance

signals are sampled at a lower rate the converter is also capable of

handling these signals.

Table 1.1 gives some important standardized rates between which

conversion should be possible. The left column gives rates at the

input of the converter, the right one gives rates at the output.

Conversion should be possible from any rate in the left column to

any lower rate in the right column.

The converter must be able to convert between these rates, and all

other rates with a ratio between 1 and 2. The output must produce

line locked samples.

Sampling rates in ~z

input output

17.73475 13.5

13.5 11.25

11.25 10.125

10.125 9.0

9.0

Table 1.1
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2. SAMPLING RATE CONVERSION

2.1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental concepts in digital signal processing is

the idea of sampling a continuous signal to derive a sequence of

samples wich fully describe the signal. In most practical situations

sampling is done uniformly, i.e., samples are equally spaced in

time. In this case the sampling period is defined T, and the

sampling rate is F=l/T. It may appear that the value of F can be

choosen any value. However, if the sampling rate does not meet the

Nyquist criterion, the original signal cannot be derived from the

sequence of samples anymore. The Nyquist theorem states that the

signal to be sampled should be bandlimited, and the sampling rate

should be two times this bandwidth or more ([4], [13], [19]). From

now on signals are supposed to be bandlimited, except if otherwise

stated.

The sampling period is an important factor in digital signal

processing because it influences accuracy and/or efficiency of a

system. If the sampling rate is not high enough, it is not possible

to reconstruct the analog signal without introducing errors. On the

other hand a high rate implies that faster circuits are necessary

that are able to perform more calculations per second.

It is well thinkable that there doesn't exist one optimal sampling

rate for a signal processing system, but that different parts should

operate at different rates, which introduces the neccesity of

conversion. This process of digitally converting a rate F=l/T to a

different rate F'=l/T' is ~alled sampling rate conversion (fig.

2.1). There exist two possibilities; F<F', called interpolation, and

F>F', called decimation.
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SPHrlING
~PTE

CONVE~TE~

Y[HT'l

~
/

Fig. 2.1 Basic process of digital sampling rate conversion

In general the problem is to calculate signal values at arbitrary

time instants from an existing set of samples. Otherwise stated,

there has to be some kind of interpolation between original samples

(fig. 2.2).

In the next paragraph some common methods for sampling rate

conversion will be discussed •

• = original samples
X = reconstructed samples

Fig. 2.2 Interpolation of new samples

2.2 Integer ratio and rational ratio sampling rate change

-Sampling rate reduction - Decimation by an integer factor M

Consider the process of reducing the sampling rate of a signal x(n)

by an integer factor M, i.e., T'/T=M. Then the new sampling rate is

F'=F/N. Assume that x(n) represents a full band signal, i.e., its

spectrum is non zero in the range -F/2~f~F/2. If the sampling rate

would be decreased without special precautions, aliasing would

occur, and thus distortion of the signal. To prevent aliasing, the

signal must be filtered before reducing the sampling rate.
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Figure 2.3a describes how sampling rate reduction can be

accomplished. First the signal x(n) passes a lowpass filter with

response hen) to prevent aliasing. Figure 2.3b gives the matching

spectra; all frequencies are normalized with respect to F or F'. Now

the filtered signal wen) is fed into a sampling rate compressor to

perform the actual sampling rate reduction. This is done by passing

every Mth sample, and deleting all the other ones. The result is a

signal y(m) with sampling rate F';F/M.

SAMPLING RATE
DECREASE 1lY'"

"(nl~~~
~ -~

F F r'·F/M

j-,..~--
I I
: I
I ,

~~,,:.~=C -It ...... r.,' ,
W 2w w

Iw(e
J

"'lI [] -.e"- _ r·······
o 1If...".-.""".-.....",""""'''-Cl.:::.==-=:=L..---

o ..

.-_ ....... , ...--_._--- ,_... - ......... , ....----.
:I ~ : : :
II :: I'

" "• •
611" ' b w'

(b)

- Interpolation by an integer factor L

is increased by an integer factor L, then the

T' is T'=T/L, and the new sampling rate is

Fig. 2.3 Block diagram and typical spectra for sampling
rate reduction by a factor of M

-Sampling rate increase

If the sampling rate

new sampling period

F';LF. Increasing the sampling rate with a factor L implies that L-l

new samples have to be interpolated between each pair of samples of

x(n). Figure 2.4 gives an example of this process with L=3 (again

all frequencies are normalized with respect to F or F'). x(n) is

processed in a sampling rate expander. This expander adds L-l
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samples with value zero between two original samples, which results

in a signal w(m). Figures 2.4b and 2.4c show how these signals and

their spectra look like. As is clear from these figures, nothing has

changed in the frequency domain, and the added samples don't have

the appropriate values. Figure 2.4d shows how the final signal

should look like. The difference between w(m) and y(m) in the

frequency domain is that the spectrum of w(m) contains images of the

baseband centered at harmonics of the original sampling frequency

+2n/L, +4n/L, •••. , while y(m) contains images at harmonics +2n,

+4n, ...• To obtain the desired signal y(m) from w(m), w(m) has to be

filtered by a lowpass filter with sharp cutoff at niL. Such a filter

is the filter with response hem) in figure 2.4a.

SAMPLING RATE
fNCRE.,ASE BY l

.(nl~

~
w 1m)

F'. If

(a)

~ ,Iml
• h (m l r-------
L-----l

F'

(b)

(c)

....qnt. -""",,b r:'~ oL...-.-c:"''''tL---::.,,~~~1 --;2o':~:-:""
(d)

Fig. 2.4 Block diagram and typical waveforms and spectra for
sampling rate increase by a factor of L

After w(m) has been filtered, the unwanted images of the baseband

are removed, and the added samples are given their appropriate

values, thus resulting in a signal with sampling rate F'=LF.

-Sampling rate conversion by a rational factor MIL

Now a more general case will be considered; conversion by a ratio
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T'/T=M/L. We have seen how interpolation with a factor L, or

decimation with a factor M is accomplished. By combining these two,

conversion of ratios M/L is possible. Figure 2.5a illustrates this

idea. First a signal x(n) is interpolated by a factor L, then the

signal s(k) is decimated by a factor M, resulting in y(m) with

sampling rate F'=F*L/M. It can be seen that both filters operate in

cascade at the same rate LF. Figure 2.5b shows how both filters can

be combined to achieve a more efficient implementation. It is

important that the interpolator precedes the decimator, because

otherwise the bandwidth of s(k), and thus of y(m), would be limited

to much.

SAMPLlIIIG RATE
INCREASE BY L

F r"· LF

(a)

F' • if F

Fig. 2.5 Rational ratio conversion by cascading
an interpolator and a decimator

In principal it is possible to convert any rational ratio with the

method just described, and this is the reason it is widely used.

However, this method also has some important disadvantages. When L

or M are large, very special filters are neccesary, that are

difficult to design, if possible at all. A second, and in video

applications even more important disadvantage, is the fact that a

signal first is interpolated by a factor L.

Suppose a signal with F=13.5 MHz must be converted into a signal

with F'=11.25 MHz. This means that Land M should be 6 and 5

respectively. If L=6 then F"=LF=81 MHz!! If F=17.73475 MHz, even
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larger values of F,r are necessary, and thus in some cases

frequencies result that cannot be handled with standard logic like

TTL. By building the filter with several stages with lower values of

Land M, this problem can be overcome, but this makes the design

very non flexible because the converter can only be used for one

fixed ratio ([5], [6], [10], [12]). Although this method can provide

good solutions in some cases, it clearly cannot do so in this case,

so another method has to be found.

2.3 Arbitrary ratio sampling rate change

A simple way to implement arbitrary sampling rate change would be to

reconstruct the sampled signal with an ideal lowpass filter, and to

resample that signal at another rate (fig. 2.6). In practice this

idea has some drawbacks. Before the sampled signal can be filtered

it must be converted with a DA converter. After filtering, a sampler

and an AD converter are necessary to regain a sampled signal.

Because all these cicuits can never be ideal, more noise and

distortion will be added to the signal in comparison with a digital

sampling rate converter. Although this circuit does have some

disadvantages, the idea itself is a good starting point.

X(NT) X(T) X(m")

J IDEAL J I------,1......_L_P_F_ ---lRESAMPLER ---~)

Fig. 2.6

In figure 2.6 the analog signal is reconstructed from the sampled

signal with an analog filter. The output of this filter is the

convolution of the incoming signal with the impulse response of the

filter. Because output values are only necessary at discrete time

instants, it may be possible to find a digital equivalent of figure
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2.6 that doesn't have all of the mentioned disadvantages. Such a

circuit must implement a time-discrete convolution of the incoming

signal, samples in this case, with an impulse response that is

stored someway or another. The number of times per second the

convolution is performed determines the sampling rate at the output.

The impulse response of an ideal lowpass filter is infinite long,

and thus cannot be stored. Therefore another response must be used.

Figure 2.7 shows a transversal filter structure to produce a signal

with a sampling rate different from the rate at the input. The

filter implements a time discrete convolution as mentioned. This

convolution is performed by first multiplying a sequence of samples

contained in a shiftregister with some constants c ,c 1 , •••••m m+
Then the results are added together and form a sample at the output.

The convolution is the equivalent of the lowpass filter from figure

2.6. The number of times per second the convolution is performed

determines the sampling rate at the output, and thus can be compared

with the resampler from figure 2.6.

The constants represent coefficients from an impulse response at one

specific time, mT+~t, where ~t indicates the position of a sample at

the output in an interval formed by two original samples. Because a

sample at the output can occur at any position in such an interval,

6t can be any value between 0 and T.

Fig. 2.7 Transversal filter structure for sampling rate conversion

To each value of 6t belong other values of the impulse response, and

thus to c, c 1 , ••.. If arbitrary rate change must be possible,
ill m+
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then the stored impulse response must be known for an infinite

number of values, which makes it necessary to use an infinitely

large memory to store this impulse response.

A possibility to overcome this, is to store a limited number of

coefficients and to calculate unknown values from the stored ones.

Two methods that use this principle will be discussed.

The first method doesn't use a stored impulse response but uses

Taylor series expansion and a limited number of stored coefficients

to calculate values from this response. Suppose a response get) is

used. The Taylor series expansion is:

g(mT+6t) g(mT) 6t*g'(mT) + ~~*g"(mT) + ...••••••.

where T is the sampling period and 6t is defined as before.

If 6t is known, only a limited number of values of g, g', g" ••••

are necessary to calculate a value g(mT+6t).

By comparing figure 2.8 with figure 2.7 it will be shown how Taylor

series expansion can be used for sampling rate conversion.

Like figure 2.7 the circuit in figure 2.8 also has a shiftregister

to hold a sequence of incoming samples. Each sample in the

shiftregister must be multiplied with a specific value from the

impulse response in use. Values of this response are not directly

available, but are calculated by means of a Taylor series expansion.

The multipliers marked COO, COl, C02, •••• correspond with values of

g(mT), multipliers marked ClO, Cll, C12, ••. correspond with values

of g'(mT), and so on.

A specific value of g(xT+6t) is calculated by summing COx, 6t*Clx,

6t*6t*C2x, ••.. where x can be 0, 1, 2, ..•• (6t as defined before,

multipliers at right in fig. 2.8).
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Fig. 2.8 Sampling rate conversion using Taylor series expansion

Because the high order elements of the series expansion do not

significantly contribute to the output due to their small value,

they are not used. Even low order elements at the extreme of an

impulse response are sometimes small in value and thus not used (top

row fig. 2.8).

The second method ([8]) stores a limited number of coefficients of

the impulse response and uses linear interpolation between stored

coefficients to calculate unknown values. A possible simplification

of this method is to store more values instead of using linear

interpolation. In this case only a limited number of values of the

impulse response is available which of course will introduce errors.

However, by storing enough coefficients, errors will result that are

comparable to quantization errors of the incoming signal. Figure

2.9a shows an implementation without linear interpolation. Samples

of the incoming signal are multiplied by values from the coefficient

memories (eM). All products are added together to produce one sample

at the output. Wich value from a coefficient memory is used, is
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rig. 2.9 Sampling rate conversion using a stored impulse response
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determined by an address called "fit". This address indicates how far

an original sample and a new sample are spaced in time. This is

explained in detail in fig. 2.9b. Part of an impulse response is

shown together with the coefficient memories in which the response

is stored. The distance in time "fit" is used as a kind of pointer in

the coefficient memories to determine which values of the impulse

response will be used in the convolution with the incoming samples.

Using an other address or pointer is like shifting the impulse

response in another position with respect to the incoming samples,

which results in an output sample with another position between two

original samples. This way a sample can be produced at any time

instant.

2.4 Practical considerations

Both methods described in the previous paragraph offer the

possibility of arbitrary ratio change without first increasing the

sampling rate. Although in principle both methods can be used, a

choice in favour of the last one is made. Apart from the fact that

the last method is a little bit easier to implement in hardware due

to its simpler structure, it offers the possibility of easy storage

of impulse responses, for example in RAM, and thus great

flexibility. While for the first method it is necessary to calculate

some derivatives of the impulse response, this is not the case with

the second one. This is especially important when doing experiments

with special impulse responses for which it might be very hard, if

possible at all, to calculate derivatives.

Throughout the rest of this report only the last method of sampling

rate conversion will be discussed.
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3. IMPULSE RESPONSES

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 a principle was choosen to implement a sampling rate

converter. Until now not much has been said about what kind of

impulse response should be used in this converter. The only thing we

know is that it must be a response with a lowpass characteristic and

a finite length.

Some aspects of impulse responses will be discussed now. First some

requirements are stated that have to be satisfied.

-The behaviour in the frequency domain must be such that frequencies

of interest, i.e. frequencies in the baseband, are attenuated as

less as possible to preserve the original signal. In the ideal case

the converter should limit the bandwidth of the signal to 1/2*F',

thus preventing aliasing if the sampling rate is decreased to an

extent where this could occur. Image frequencies of the baseband

should be suppressed as much as possible (remember the ideal lowpass

filter from fig. 2.6). If this is not done properly, then

unsuppressed image frequencies will fold back into the baseband

because of the resampling of the signal.

-Another important aspect is the response to pulses. The sampling

rate converter must be able to handle quick changes of a signal at

the input to maintain sharp bondaries in a picture. Yet this should

not result in overshoot or ringing. Especially ringing is very

disturbing because it generates so called double or shadow images.

Obviously the impulse response must be of finite length to fit into

an actual memory. Furthermore the impulse response should be as

short as possible to keep hardware requirements down.

-The impulse response should exhibit a linear phase response. If
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this is not the case, frequency dependent shifting in time occurs,

which results in position errors on the TV screen. Even if these are

small, disturbing colour shifts result, because the three colours

red, green and blue don't overlap properly.

No exact figures are given for the performance in the areas

mentioned above. The fact is that there don't exist figures that

draw a clear distinction between what is good and what is not. The

best thing to do is to look for an impulse response that is as good

as possible, and then to judge the result with a picture on a TV

screen.

In the next paragraph a family of impulse responses will be

discussed that might offer a good solution.

3.2 Lagrange interpolation

It is decided to use Lagrange interpolation in the sampling rate

converter. There are several reasons for doing so: its behaviour in

the time domain has proven to be very satisfactory [15], little

attenuation of baseband frequencies, reasonable attenuation of

baseband images, linear phase, and an easy to calculate impulse

response. All these properties will be described now.

Lagrange interpolation is a classical polynomial interpolation

method that uses two or more consecutive samples of an original

sequence in the computation of an interpolated sample. The number of

original samples involved in the computation is indicated by Q
(Q=2,3,4, ••••••• ). A well known example is Q=2, called linear

interpolation. A linear phase response is obtained if a sequence of

an even number of samples is used, and interpolation takes place in

the central interval of this sequence. In [6] a set of equations is

derived to obtain Lagrange interpolation impulse responses with a

linear phase response. These equations are given in (3.1) and (3.2):
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h(T) (~ - l)T ~ T < 9T2

h(T) A~l(T) T ~ T < 2T

h(T) Ag(T) 0 ~ T < T

h(T) A~l(T) -T ~ T < 0

h(T) -~T ~ T < -(~ - l)T (3.1)

Where T indicates the position of an interpolated sample in the

central interval, and with

(_1/+Q/ 2

A~(t)
Q
IT ( Q.)t + 2 -1

«Q;2) + k)!(% _ k)!(t-k) i=l

(3.2)

3.1 gives some impulse responses for several values of Q,
figure 3.2 gives the corresponding step responses. In the case

(linear interpolation) no overshoot occurs. Other values of Q doQ=2

Figure

while

result in some overshoot or ringing, but for the values shown this

is limited to less than three percent for the first transient, and

less than one percent for the second one. Indeed the second

transient must be very small to avoid shadow images. For the first

one a few percent is allowed, although this value also should be

kept as low as possible.
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Fig. 3.2 Lagrange interpolation, stepresponses
for Q=2,4,6,8
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It is quit tedious to derive the frequency responses from the

so this will not be done here. Only some

the four cases shown before are given (fig.

seen, frequencies in the passband (1/2F or less)s
are hardly attenuated. Attenuation of images of the baseband is not

very good, although this improves rapidly as Q increases.

Furthermore, video signals normally are somewhat oversampled, and

thus the frequency responses shown can be usefull after all.

o --------

.,
"
~ - 20 t-
:> '
~ I
Z I'" ~.. ,

'"
g .40~
-' I

I
_6 0 L----'_~_.L..;~LlL.--____"';~--'-'L--'

Fig. 3.3 Lagrange interpolation, frequency
characteristics for Q=2,4,6,8

Another important point is the fact that the impulse response of

Lagrange interpolation is limited in time, and that it is easy to

calculate with formulas (3.1) and (3.2). This is particularly of

interest when storing an impulse response in memory. When only low

values of Q are used, for example the values used in fig. 3.3, the

amount of memory and other hardware necessary can be low.

3.3 Storing impulse responses in memory

When an impulse response is stored in memory, errors will be

introduced because only a limited number of points can be stored. As

we will see in chapter 5, no interpolation between stored

coefficients shall be used, and the number of coefficients stored

be 256

paragraph

will

this

for each interval formed by two original samples. In

the effects of this will be discussed from an
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example. Figure 3.4 gives the impulse response of linear

interpolation as stored stored in memory. The response is stored in

x(I) .--------- - .•. ----- ----- - _ --,..".....--:"11___

yen) ------- •••• -----.-----------

-T 2T

Fig. 3.4 Quantization of impulse responses,
linear interpolation

L=T/6 steps per interval. Also shown are some original samples

(dots) and an interpolated sample (cross). The quantization of the

impulse response has some effects in the time and frequency domain.

The effect in the time domain can be seen as interpolation in the

wrong position in an interval: An interpolated sample has the same

value in any position on a step of the "staircase" (shaded area in

fig. 3.4). However when L is large, say 256, this effect is very

small, and as will be shown in chapter 5, is comparable with

quantization errors of the original samples or the stored

coefficients.

To see what the effect in the frequency domain is, it is necessary

to derive the frequency response of the impulse response of figure

3.4.

First we derive the Z-transform. By taking the convolution of

[u(n)-u(n-L)] with itself we get L*h(n+l) (u(n) is the unit step

function). Now we get H(z) by using some Z-transform operation pairs

[ 5 ] :

H(z)
-1z 2

[ [Z{u(n) - u(n-L»)] (3.3)
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(3.4 )

-2L+1 (zL _ 1)2
H(z) z (3.5)

2L (z - 1)

"rt
By letting z=e J we get

H(e jrt )
jrt(1-2L) (e jrtL_1)2e (3.6)

L (e jU_1)2

H(e jrt )
-jrtL (jrtL/2 -jrtL/2)2e e - e (3.7)

(jS2!2 -jS2/2)2L e - e

H(e jrt )
-jrtL

(sin(rtL/2) )2e (3.8)

L sin(S212)

And thus we get for IH(e
jrt

) I

Expressed in the original time T we get

(3.9)

1 (sin(w/2) )2
L2 sin(w/2L)

(3.10)

Figure 3.5 gives some examples of IH(e jw) I, where L::oo is the
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of real linear interpolation. When L=256, there

difference with the ideal case. Only if L gets

the suppression outside the passband is getting

-80 -+--------.--------,-------------,
o 2 3

)

Fig. 3.5 Quantization of impulse responses,
effect in the frequency domain

When we take the argument of (3.8) we see that quantization of the

impulse response doesn't affect the linear phase behaviour. This

could be expected because the response remains symmetric.

In this chapter only Lagrange interpolation is discussed. This

doesn't mean that it is the only or the best interpolation method

for sampling rate conversion. Especially the behaviour in the

frequency domain at frequencies in the proximity of 1/2*F' is far

from ideal. However, at the time this report was written it was the

best available response to test the hardware.
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4. DECOUPLING OF CLOCKSIGNALS

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 a principle was choosen to implement a sampling rate

converter. Figure 4.1 gives the basic components of this system. In

this chapter an important part of this system will be discussed,

namely the separation of the clocksignals that determine the

sampling rates at the input and output of the system. These two

clocksignals are both connected with the converter, and thus will

"meet" each other somewhere in the system. In figure 4.1 this is on

the border of the shiftregister and the multipliers. The shift

register is clocked

F'

DRTR OUT

Fig. 4.1 Basic components of the sampling rate converter
rate converter

with a frequency that determines the incoming sampling rate. The

rest of the system is clocked with a frequency that determines the
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new sampling rate. Because there is no synchronization between the

rising edges of both clocksignals, it is possible that the

multipliers are latching data from the shiftregister, while at the

same time the register is shifting its data. In this case wrong or

distorted data will be latched, and thus errors result.

In this chapter three solutions to this problem are discussed, from

which just one will turn out to be realizable in practice.

4.2 Synchronization of the shiftregister

4.2.1 First solution

Before solutions will be discussed, some names are defined. The two

clocksignals that determine the sampling rate at the input and

output of the converter are named FH-IN and FL respectively. The

internal clocks of the system will be denoted with FH and CLK. The

frequencies of these clocks are the same as those of FH-IN and FL,

but they have a 50% duty cycle. When talking about THE clock of the

system, CLK is meant because the major part of the system operates

with this clock. In all cases the converter is supposed to operate

with ratios FH-IN/FL with values between one and two.

Figure 4.2 gives a solution to the problem mentioned before.,
Intermediate latches are inserted between the shiftregister and the

multiplier. The clock signals that operate the shiftregister and the

intermediate latches are generated by a block called CONTROL. This

block acts like a kind of arbiter that decides which one of the two,

the shift register or the intermediate latches, is allowed to

operate. The rising edges of the two signals FH and CLK are looked

upon as requests for operation. Suppose the shiftregister is

shifting its data. If a request for operating the latches is done,

CONTROL takes care of this by waiting until data in the

shiftregister is stable, and then by latching data from the
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register. If data is being latched, then the shiftregister has to

wait until the latches are ready. This way reliable data transfer is

assured.

FH

CONTROL

elK

~ LlnCI1U f"lIlD"

"UL T 'p'uus

Fig. 4.2 Synchronization of the shiftregister,
first solution

One may wonder why the intermediate latches are necessary, for the

multipliers also contain latches. The reason for this is that the

intermediate latches sometimes have to wait, and without the latches

the whole system has to wait. This would imply that samples at the

output are not equidistant anymore. By using the intermediate

latches as a kind of buffer this problem can be overcome, and thus

the rest of the system can operate with the normal clock.

The block CONTROL was build with a state machine. This is a circuit

from which the state of the output(s) depends on the state of the

inputs and the state of the inputs in the past. More about

statemachines can be found in [17]. The important thing here is that

a signal that enters a statemachine has to pass several gates. If a

statemachine is build very efficient, at least three gates have to

be passed, an inverter, an AND gate and an OR gate. Thus the time

required to alter the state at the output is at least the sum of

three gate delays.
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Figure 4.3 shows a worst case situation. In one clockperiod two

rising edges of FH occur. After the statemachine was designed it

appeared that these two edges plus the rising edge of the clock and

the three matching down going edges must be detected. In a worst

case situation this happens in 75nS (13.5 MHz), and thus each change

of state has to happen in 75/6=12nS. This implies that the mean gate

delay should be 12/3=4nS, which is less than the average gate delay

of for example TTL logic. Besides, in practice more gates will be

necessary, and thus this theoretical solution can not be realized

with existing building blocks.

(

eLK l'---_)
75nS

'-----'---L
FH

Fig. 4.3

4.2.2 Second solution

Another approach is to use two line memories. One line memory is in

load mode, which means that samples from one TV line are stored in

this memory with FH. The other memory is in read mode; samples are

shifted from this memory into the shiftregister with a signal that

is synchronized with the clock. During the blanking period the

function of both memories is reversed. This causes no difficulties

because during this period samples don't contain video information.

Working this way the shiftregister is also clocked with the system

clock and thus it seems that all problems are solved.

Unfortunately this is not true. In principle the shiftregister must
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be clocked with FH, but now it is clocked with CLK, and thus

something is changed that must be corrected someway or another.

Figure 4.4 describes this in detail. It shows the two clocksignals

FH and CLK, a signal that is sampled, and interpolated samples at

•• ORiGINAL SAMPLE

X. INTERPOLATf:D SAMPLE

I
I

: '

Fit

Fig. 4.4 Unused intervals in the original sequence
of samples

the new sampling rate. As can be seen, not every interval formed by

two original samples is used to interpolate a new sample (intervals

marked with an asterisk). The system described in this paragraph

shifts one new sample, and thus one new interval, in the

shiftregister each clockperiod. As is clear from figure 4.4 this is

not correct because some intervals are not used and thus have to be

skipped. Stated another way, sometimes two samples have to be

shifted in the register in one clockperiod to skip an unused

interval,

possible.

and to make interpolation in the correct interval

Detection of wether one or two shifts in a clockperiod should occur

can be detected by counting the number of rising edges of FH in one

clockperiod (fig. 4.4). When two rising edges occur, the shift
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Fig. 4.5 Usage of line memories to synchronize the shift register
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register should be shifted twice, otherwise once. Thus all that is

needed is a counter that counts these edges every clockperiod. How

this counter must be combined with the line memories is shown in

figure 4.5. Figure 4.5a shows both memories with a multiplexer and a

demultiplexer to couple inputs and outputs of both memories. Writing

in a memory is done with FH, while reading is done with INC, a

signal that is generated in the COUNTER. Both signals are switched

each line with S. RST is used to reset the whole system at the start

of each new TV line.

The counter determines wether one or two shifts in a clockperiod

occur. Figure 4.5b shows how the shift register and the multipliers

are connected. The shift register consist of special high speed

latches because of speed demands (two shifts in 75nS). The

intermediate latches are of the same type. They are necessary

because very little time is available to get data out of the

register. The latches from the multipliers are not suitable for

this. Although the shift register sometimes operates at twice the

clockfrequency it still operates synchronously.

elK

FN

LOGIC FeR
CONelNING

5 I GNRLS
f-----) OUTPUT

(a)

_J
COl'-.;Tnn .A.CfT\T Ol'TPl~J .-\\"AILABI.[ COlsrFRI AcTIVE Ol'TPl'T1 AHILABLE

(b)

COlI;\l ER2 ACT 1VE

Fig. 4.6 Implementation of the COUNTER,
circuit (a), timing (b)
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Figure 4.6a gives a simplified diagram of the COUNTER. Because of

the high speed demands the circuit consists of two counters. While

one of them is counting, the other one gives a value at the output

(fig. 4.6b) that indicates wether in the last clockperiod one or two

rising edges occured, and in the mean time keeps track of what is

happening on its inputs to be able to take over counting immediately

at the rising edge of the clock. In fact these counters are

statemachines because of their specialized function and because

rising edges that fall together have to be detected. These functions

can not be fulfilled with ordinary counters.

The circuit of figure 4.6a was build an tested. Unfortunately

sometimes errors occured. When edges of FH and CLK where very close

to each other, they were seen in the wrong order.

eLK _

CLK I

rn_I.....:
"---/

Fig. 4.7

This effect can be explained with figure 4.7. The statemachines not

just use inputvalues, but also their inverted values. Suppose a

statemachine compares FH and CLK like in figure 4.7. Although the

rising edge of FH arrives earlier, the statemachine sees the rising

edge of CLK first because FH has to pas an inverter. Thus errors

occur if rising edges are spaced in time as much as, or less than

the gate delay of an inverter.

Simulation by computer showed that this is quit often the case, and
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thus the COUNTER has to be constructed in another way.

4.2.3 Third solution

From the previous paragraph it is clear that the use of two line

memories should be maintained because of its advantages. The COUNTER

used should be changed. To prevent difficulties as described before,

this counter should operate with just one clockfequency, preferably

CLK because of reasons of synchronization.

Now that no information can be

themselves, the only thing that

frequency or the ratio of their

example of how this information can

FH· 13.5 ~Hl

elK- 10.125 ~Hl

I
FH

extracted from the clocksignals

is left is knowledge about their

clockperiods. Figure 4.8 gives an

be used.

O. DOD

0.334

0.334

0.334

0.3H

0.6GB

0.6GB

0.334

1.002

U

1.002

0.334

l.n6

PER foo WITH

TWO SHIFTS

Fig. 4.8

CRRRT~

PERIODS WITH I PERIOD WITH
aNE SHIFT TWa SHIFTS

Detection of unused intervals

Two clocksignals are shown with frequencies 13.5 ~rnz and 10.125 MHz,

and thus a ratio of 1.334 (rounded up). This number indicates that

1.334 clockperiods FH fit into one clockperiod CLK. After three

clockperiods the constituent fractions of FH (shaded in fig. 4.8)

together form one complete clockperiod FH, which means that in the
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last clockperiod two rising edges from FH occur, and thus that the

shiftregister from the converter should be shifted twice in that

clockperiod. Figure 4.8 shows how this can be detected. In every

clockperiod the fractions from FH are accumulated. When fractions

sum up

occurs,

to

all

unity

these

or more, and thus a carryover the decimal point

fractions make one complete period FH, and thus

two shifts should occur. It is important to notice that when

fractions can not be expressed with a finite number, like in this

example, the number should be rounded up, otherwise the carry occurs

one clockperiod later.

Although the method above is described with an example, it can

easily be seen that the same principle also works with other

frequencies and ratios.

CL
2FL

CLK
~SMJFT

L....;".,..--------.J

CA~"T SUI"

Fig. 4.9 Implementation of the idea of fig. 4.8

Figure 4.9 shows a simple implementation in hardware. Register A

contains a constant that is equal to a fraction as described.

Register B is an accumulator to which every clockperiod the constant

from register A is added. When the fractions in register B sum up to

unity or more a carryover the decimal point occurs. This carry is

passed to a simple circuit CL that is described in detail in figure
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4.10a. A carry that occurs is clocked into a D-flipflop so it can be

used during one clockperiod (DCY in fig. 4.10). A signal of twice

the clockfrequency, 2FL, is used to create the possibility of

SHJf"T

ClK-+---_-i

CARRY

(a)

2FL------....,-i

ClK

lFl

OCy

SHIfT

lClK

(b)

Fig. 4.10 Combinational logic for generating the SHIFT-signal,
circuit (a), timing (b)

AND gate blocks 2FL during the first half of a

and thus assures that data in the shiftregister always

one position. When a carry is clocked into the

the lower AND gate passes one pulse of 2FL in the firstD-flipflop,

half of that clockperiod, and thus data is shifted two positions in

shifting data in the shiftregister two positions in one clockperiod.

The upper

clockperiod,

is shifted

that period. This is

figure 4.10b. LCLK is

figure 4.5b (in fact

further explained with a timing diagram in

the clock from the intermediate latches in

this is CLK but to avoid misunderstandings

another name is used). At the rising edge of LCLK, data from the

shiftregister is transfered to the intermediate latches (arrows in

fig. 4.10b pointing from SHIFT to LCLK).

It is clear that when a carry occures, an interval is skipped, just
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as it should be.

Figure 4.11 shows which modifications have to be made in figure

4.10a. In the new situation the two clocksignals FH and eLK don't

meet each other anywhere in the system, and thus this problem is

solved.

'"-IN

I I
!T1 lUTZ I SIIIIM< I
'( SV ITCH CaU"TERl

," IM< ~ii'f <L"

T LI
I ," ~(eJJ IrST cue

THlING. CLaCKDISTRIBUTlaN

Fig. 4.11 Necessary modifications in fig. 4.5
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5. THE HARDWARE

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the hardware from the converter will be discussed on

the basis of the block scheme in figure 5.1. In this figure every

block represents one PC board from the actual converter; the thick

black lines are signalpaths. The digital part of the system is build

with Fast TTL (FTTL) logic. FTTL circuits are pin-for-pin

replacements for 74S types, but offer power dissipation 3-4 times

lower and higher operating speeds.

First the incoming samples go to one of the line memories. From

there they go to four blocks marked with "SR + CM + MULT.". Each of

these blocks contain a part of the shiftregister, two multipliers

and two coefficient memories (CMs). In this way it is possible to

build and test the converter with simple interpolation functions

that use only two original samples, and to extend it in steps to a

converter that uses eight samples for interpolation. The outputs

from all the multipliers are added to make one new sample. The

block COUNTER has two functions. One is already discussed in the

previous chapter. The other function of the COUNTER is determining

the position of a new sample in an interval formed by two original

samples.

The other blocks are of less importance, and will be described in

the next paragraph together with the ones mentioned above.

5.2 Description of the block scheme

5.2.1 LINE MEMORY 1 AND 2

The function of these memories is already explained, so only the way
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they are build will be described. Figure 5.2 gives a simplified

diagram. The most important part is of course the RAM itself. The

RAM used has seperate inputs and outputs, the

DATA IN kI RAM LATCH )
r/w r---,; e

1T l'
T

COUNTER I--- S

T
MUX ~

FH INC

DATA om

Fig. 5.2 Block diagram of a line memory

addresses are determined by a counter. This counter is set to zero

at the beginning of each line with RST. From then on the address is

incremented by the counter which is controlled by FH or INC. The

choice wether FH or INC will be used is determined by S. S changes

every line, and thus sets the memory in read or write mode. If the

line memory is in write mode, FH is used as clocksignal, the RAM is

in write mode and the output is disabled to prevent contention with

the other line memory. If the line memory is in read mode, INC is

used as clock, the RAM is in read mode, the output is enabled and

thus connected with the shiftregister. At the output a latch is used

instead of a tristate buffer, because a buffer would add to much

extra delay in the path COUNTER - RAM SHIFTREGISTER. The latch

introduces a delay of one clockperiod, but this can easily be

compensated.

Samples are quantized with eight bits, and thus the RAM has eight

bit words. The number of samples that can be stored is determined by
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the maximum sampling frequency at the input, which is 17.73 MHz. The

visible part of a line is 52 microS long, and thus contains

maximally 52*17.73=922 samples. Thus a Ram of 1 Kbyte will be

necessary; for the address generation a 12 bit counter is necessary.

The RAM used should have a very short access time because sometimes

two readcycles occur in one clockperiod of 75nS. Because it takes

some time before the output of the counter, and thus the address, is

stable and the set up time of the latch has to be taken in account,

in a worst case situation only 20nS access time is available.

5.2.2 COUNTER

The COUNTER has two functions:

I.Determine wether one or two samples should be shifted into the

shiftregister in one clockperiod. This has been discussed in detail

in the previous chapter.

2.Determine where a new sample should be interpolated in an interval

formed by two original samples.

FH = 13.5 HHZ

ClK = 10. 125 HHZ

I
1/3 1/6

FH

ClK

0.000

0.334

~

0.334

0.334

~

I
1/6 1/1

O.lilill

0.334

1(]iiJ

1.002

0.334

I. 331i

1/1

Fig. 5.3 Determining the position of a rising edge of CLK
in an interval of FH
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To see how this can be done, figure 4.8 is repeated as figure 5.3.

If we take a closer look at this figure it is clear that the numbers

used not just indicate wether one or two samples have to be shifted,

but that the part after the decimal point also indicates where a

rising edge of CLK occurs in an interval from FH. If we multiply

this number with the number of addresses of a CM, we get the address

of the coefficients that are necessary for interpolation of a new

sample.

Instead of using a multiplier it is also possible to multiply the

number of addresses of a CM with the fraction «FH/CLK)-l) (in the

example in fig. 4.4 this is «13.5/10.125)-1)=1/3), and then use

this number in an accumulator like in figure 4.9 to get the same

result. As we will see shortly, the number of addresses used in a CM

is 256. Binairy multiplying with 256 is the same as shifting a

number eight positions. Thus the carry for generating INC and SHIFT

also occurs in the circuit for determining addresses so these

circuits can be combined.

Because some numbers can only be represented with a finite accuracy

we have to determine the number of bits necessary. The number of

bits on the left of the decimal point is eight because the OMs have

256 addresses.

errors may not

incremented a

Every time the value in the accumulator is

small error will be added. During one line these

result in a wrong address (at the start of each new

line the error is zero because the accumulator is reset to zero).

Because one line contains no more than approximately 700 samples

(13.5 MHz), in each line no more than 700 errors are accumulated. To

prevent errors in the address that is generated, the error at the

end of a line must be less than 1. Therefore the maximum inaccuracy

that can be allowed each clockperiod is 1/700 which means that 10

bits after the decimal point are necessary (1/210<1/700). Together

with the 8 bits mentioned before, an 18 bit accumulator and an 18

bit latch to store the constant that is added every clockperiod are

necessary. After a few clockperiods overflow of the accumulator will
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occur, but because only 8 bits are used this doesn't matter. The

constant used is calculated and loaded with an Apple micro computer.

The result of the addition is rounded before it is used as an

address (fig. 5.4).

to shiftregister

and line memories to CM's

8

CL ROUNDING

2FL--...J

CLK---....J

ADDER 18

18

18 bit

constant

18 bit

accumulator

Fig. 5.4 Block diagram of the COUNTER

As already has been said before, it is important that the constant

used is rounded up, to be shure that the carry occurs in the correct

clockperiod.

5.2.3 SR + CM + MULT.

These blocks contain each a part of the shiftregister, two

multipliers and two CMs.
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The length of each CM is determined as follows. In [8] two formulas

are derived for the amount of memory necessary, starting from the

idea that errors introduced by storing, and thus quantizing, an

impulse response in memory should be less than the half of the least

significant bit of the stored coefficients. Because video samples

are represented with 8 bits, the same number will be assumed for the

coefficients. One formula gives the amount of memory for one CM when

linear interpolation between stored coefficients is used:

(5.1)

where n is the number of bits per coefficient. In this case n=8 and

thus L=32. If no linear interpolation is used, the amount of memory

per CM is:

L (5.2)

In this case also n=8 and thus we get L=384.

(In both formulas it is assumed that the value that is used to

address the CMs is rounded to the nearest integer)

Using linear interpolation between stored coefficients reduces the

necessary amount of memory significantly, especially when n gets

large. In this case however no linear interpolation is used, even if

it takes more memory. The reason for this is that just a little

amount of extra memory is necessary to save some expensive

multipliers. Furthermore, the hardware can be simplified a lot this

way.

From (5.2) we know that each memory

Because most memories contain 256 or

should contain 384 bytes.

512 bytes a choice between
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these two values has to be made. A number of 256 is choosen, because

the formulas (5.1) and (5.2) are overly pessimistic.

Besides, a limited number of stored coefficients corresponds with a

of positions where samples can be interpolated

Positions where samples can be interpolated are spaced

numberlimited

(chapter 3).

maximally 111/256=O.43nS in time (FL=9 MHz). From practice it is

known that samples that are shifted less than 5nS in time produce no

visible errors. Interpolation in a wrong position can also be looked

upon as a sample that is shifted. Because this error is much smaller

than what is allowed this will cause no problems. The only

disadvantage of using less memory locations is that the performance

in the frequency domain gets less, but from chapter 3 we know that

this effect is very small for large values of L.

actual converter, memories of 1 Kbyte are used that are

into four parts. These memories are loaded with a micro

Each part contains an impulse response that can be

with a switch. This way it is possible to compare four

In the

split ted

computer.

selected

different impulse responses. For practical reasons coefficients are

stored with nine bits instead of eight; eight bits for the

coefficients and one for the sign.

5.2.4 ADDER 1 AND 2

Each adder sums the outputs of four multipliers. Although output

values of the converter are represented with 8 bits, at the output

of the multipliers and in the adders 14 bits are used for

intermediate results. The extra 6 bits are used for:

truncation

signbit, because intermediate results can be negative.

after the decimal point. At the output of the multipliers

occurs. To prevent errors in the least significant bit at

bits

-2 bits to avoid overflow in intermediate results.

-1

-3

the output due to this, extra bits are used.

All values are represented in two complement format.
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* ADDER3 + LIMITER

In this block the results from ADDERl and 2 are added, and the

result is rounded. Because of interpolation errors it is possible

that the output value is negative or a positive number that can not

be represented with 8 bits because it is too big. Therefore a

limiter is used to be sure that the output value is in the range 0

to 255. When a negative number is detected, all bits at the output

are made zero. If an overflow occurs all bits are made one (fig.

5.5).

DATA IN

OVERFLOW -----.+-----,-t--..,-+----

NEGATIVE ------,r-I----.-t----,,.-Jr---

DATA OlIT

Fig. 5.5 Circuit to limit output values
to the range 0-255

5.2.5 S-/RESTART GENERATOR

The signal S is necessary to switch the function of the line

memories each line. It is derived by dividing the H-pulse

(horizontal synchronizing pulse) by two. The RESTART-pulse is used

to reset or preset parts of the system at the beginning of each
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line. The beginning of each line is defined at the end of the

horizontal blanking. This moment is determined by a counter that

counts a number of clockperiods after the first edge of the H-pulse.

Because this number is dependent of the clockfrequency, the

count value is calculated and loaded with the Apple.

5.2.6 PLL3

This circuit determines the system clock and thus the new sampling

rate. By using a PLL, the clock is synchronized with the H-pulse,

and thus the samples at the output are linelocked.

It is also possible to use an external clock instead of the clock

determined by PLL3.

5.2.7 FH + CLK + 2FL GENERATOR

In some parts of the system a clock with a duty cycle of 50% is

necessary. Therefore FH-IN and FL are multiplied with a factor of

two by means of PLLI and PLL2. After this the signals are divided by

two with flipflops, and thus clocksignals with the desired duty

cycle are available. The clocksignal 2FL is also used in the system.

All clocksignals are buffered before they are distributed through

the system.

5.2.8 LINE RECEIVER, LINE DRIVER

Data that enter and leave the system are coupled via a so called

line receiver and a line driver. Both circuits are used to couple

the converter to other systems with floating levels to assure

reliable reception and transmission of data.
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6. MICRO COMPUTER INTERFACE

6.1 Introduction

In the last two chapters the sampling rate converter has been

discussed completely. In this chapter the interface with an Apple

micro computer will be described. The computer is used to calculate

and store impulse responses in the CMs and to calculate and store

constants for the COUNTER and the RESTART GENERATOR. The reason for

using a micro computer is its flexibility. Any impulse response can

be calculated and stored in the CMs of the converter. In this way it

is not just possible to compare for example Lagrange interpolation

functions with different values of Q, but also to see what the

effect of using smaller CMs is, or what the influence is of only

using coefficients that are powers of two (which can avoid the

necessity of using multipliers). Because four impulse responses can

be stored and selected at a time, it is very easy to compare

differences between them.

6.2 The interface

The interface is divided into two parts. One part resides in the

Apple, the other one in the converter.

The Apple computer has an 8 bit databus and a 16 bit addressbus.

Unfortunately almost no address space is available for external use.

Besides, a 16 bit databus would be more convenient because most data

used in the converter contain 9 bits or more. To get a 16 bit

addressbus and a 16 bit databus a simple circuit is used inside the

Apple (left part of fig. 6.1). The Apple databus is connected with

four 8 bit latches that are addressed with the Apple addressbus. All

four are loaded with 8 bit data, and after loading and buffering the

outputs are used as 16 bit addresses and 16 bit data in the
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Fig. 6.1 Simplified block diagram of the micro computer interface
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converter. This way it is not possible to use the write pulse from

the Apple in the converter. Therefore a monostable multivibrator is

used (not shown in figure 6.1). After all latches are loaded it is

triggered and the output is used as a write pulse. Thus, seen from

the converter it seems that the Apple has a 16 bit addressbus and a

16 bit databus.

The right part of figure 6.1 shows the part that resides in the

converter (not all latches and CMs are shown). Latches that contain

constants for the COUNTER and the RESTART GENERATOR are loaded

direct via the internal addressbus and databus. The flipflop (FF)

shown can also be set or reset via these busses. Its output is used

to switch the converter to read or write mode. In write mode the CMs

are switched in the write mode, their data inputs are connected with

the databus, their addressinputs with the addressbus and the COUNTER

is disconnected from the addressbus. After the CMs are loaded the

flipflop is reset and thus the the COUNTER takes over control of the

addressinputs of the CMs, wich in turn are disconnected from the

databus and send their data to the corresponding multipliers.

6.3 Software

The software used is splitted into two parts. One part calculates an

impulse response and transforms the calculated values into a file

that can be loaded into the CMs. Loading of this file is done with

another program.

The reason for using two separate programs is twofold. Once an

impulse response is calculated and stored on a diskette,

recalculation isn't necessary, which speeds up things. The second

reason is that in the future it may be desirable to use new impulse

responses that can not be calculated with existing programs, in

which case it is easier to write a new program than to rewrite or

extend an existing one.
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The second program is used to calculate the constants for the

COUNTER and the RESTART GENERATOR. It does so after the sampling

rates at the input and output from the converter are entered via the

keyboard. This program also loads a file containing an impulse

response in one of the four memories; if it is a short response,

unused CMs are automatically loaded with zeroes. The screen always

shows the current sampling rates and the contents of the memories.

Both programs are written in PASCAL.
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7. MEASUREMENTS

The sampling rate converter and the micro computer interface as

described in chapters 5 and 6 were built and tested. All circuits

were checked to see if they were functioning the way they should.

This appeared to be the case, even at the highest sampling rates at

input and output. The next step was to investigate the effects of

the converter on the quality of a picture.

The block diagram in figure 7.1 shows how measurements on video

signals are carried out. A video signal is derived from an analog

source, in this case a slide scanner. The signal from the slide

scanner is prefiltered to limit the bandwidth of the signal to 5.8

MHz. The filtered signal is sampled and quantized before it is fed

into the converter. The rate at which sampling takes place is

determined by an adjustable sample clock generator. This generator

is capable of generating burst locked and line locked samples. Since

the converter is not yet capable of converting burst locked samples,

not much attention will be paid to this.

The sampled signal is converted to a signal with a lower sampling

rate; this rate is determined by the PLL circuit described in

chapter 5. After the sampled signal has been converted back to

analog form, it is postfiltered and fed into a high resolution

monitor to judge the result. Although not shown in figure 7.1 it is

also possible to couple the output of the AID converter directly to

the input of the DIA converter to see how a picture looks like if no

conversion is performed.

The measurements are used to judge the performance of the converter

in the time domain (overshoot, ringing) and the frequency domain

(suppression of images of the baseband, aliasing) at several

sampling rates and ratios.

Test slides (EBU test chart, horizontal sweep) as well as slides
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with natural pictures were used to compare converted and original

signals.

During measurements Lagrange interpolation with Q=2,4,6 or 8 was

used, combined with several values of L (L is the quantization level

of the impulse response). The quality of processed pictures, using

several impulse responses, was compared with the quality of pictures

that result if the signal is not converted, but just sampled and

quantized (hereafter called "original picture"). The results of the

measurements will be discussed now.

Unless otherwise stated a value of L=256 is assumed.

sampling rate at sampling rate at
input in MHz output in MHz

17.73 13.5

13.5 12

13.5 11

13.5 9

Table 7.1

First some natural slides were used to get an impression of the

performance of the converter. At all sampling rates, ratios (table

7.1) and values of Q, no difference could be seen between the

processed picture and the original. Only in extreme cases, e.g. Q=2

and L=l (i.e., no interpolation at all but just taking the last

sample in the shiftregister of the converter), there was some

visible distortion in detailed areas or sharp boundaries in a

picture.

As we will see, this is quite different when critical testslides are

used.

The next step was to investigate the behaviour of the converter more

into detail with some critical testslides. A rate of 17.73 MHz

(burst locked) was used at the input although the converter is not
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yet suitable for this kind of sampling .The fact that the signal at

the input is burst locked sampled, introduces distortion in a

picture. However, this distortion was hardly visible, and appeared

not to be disturbing for this measurement. The reason for using this

rate is that it offers the possibility to check the performance of

the converter at the highest possible rates at input and output

(13.5 MHz). Using a sampling rate of 13.5 MHz at the output has the

advantage that no aliasing can occur, because the bandwidth of the

signal is limited to 5.8 MHz by the prefilter.

The usage of several critical testslides showed that distortion is

visible for Q<8. Errors get less visible when Q is increased; for

Q=8 no errors are visible.

The errors look as if images of the baseband fold back into the

baseband. Because of the non ideal frequency characteristic of the

impulse responses used, these images are not suppressed sufficiently

for low values of Q, and fold back due to sampling at another rate

in the converter.

sampling rate at sampling rate at
input in MHz output in MHz

13.5 12

13.5 11

13.5 10.125

13.5 9

Tatle 7.2

Other measurements were performed with rates as indicated in table

7.2. The values of Q and L were respectively 8 and 256. Except fore

a rate of 12 MHz, at all rates errors were visible due to aliasing,

when critical testslides were used. Aliasing arises because the

original signal has a bandwidth of 5.8 MHz, while the converter with

the existing impulse response is not able to limit this bandwidth

enough to prevent aliasing.
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When lower values of Q were used the distortion in pictures became

more visible, due to fold back of images of the baseband.

The influence of L on the picture quality was investigated by

comparing impulse responses with value L=256 with responses with the

same value of Q but different values of L. Comparisons were made at

several conversion ratios and sampling rates (table 7.2). When

testslides were used, in all situations differences with L=256

became visible when L was decreased to a value of 16 or 32.

When L is decreased, the suppression outside the baseband gets less,

and thus the effect of fold back of images of the baseband is

growing worse.

During all measurements no errors due to overshoot or ringing were

visible.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The hardware as

signals that are

conversion ratios

described

sampled

between

in this report works fine for video

at rates lower than 17.73 MHz, and for

1 and 2. At this moment the hardware is

capable of

principle

converter,

possible.

handling line locked samples. In the next paragraph a

will be described that can be used to extend the existing

and thus conversion of burst locked samples will become

The impulse response used at this moment (Lagrange interpolation,

Q=8, L=256) satisfies almost all requirments stated in chapter 3.

The disadvantage of this impulse response is the fact that aliasing

occurs if the sampling rate at the output of the converter is less

than half the the bandwitdh of the original signal. At this moment

the only solution to this problem is the use of a prefilter that

limits the bandwidth of the signal before conversion is performed.

8.2 Improvements, extensions and simplifications

The performance of the sampling rate converter, especially

regarding aliasing, can be improved by using another impulse

response that offers a frequency characteristic with a much steeper

slope at half the sampling frequeny. This has the advantage that at

any sampling rate at the output the bandwitdh is reduced to half the

sampling frequency, and thus no aliasing can occur and no prefilter

is necessary.

At this moment the

locked samples. Figure

converter is not capable of handling burst

8.1 gives the reason for this: The crosses
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are burst locked samples, the vertical line indicates the start of

new lines in a picture with line locked samples, e.g. at the output

of the converter. The present converter starts from the point that

.~

.- ~-
.~

v

,

Fig. 8.1 Burst locked samples

all first samples of a TV line are positioned on a vertical straight

line. From figure 8.1 it is clear that this is not the case when a

signal is burst locked sampled. On the first line, the first sample

falls together with the first sample that is produced at the output

of the converter. On the following lines, the first samples at the

output fall somewhere in the first interval formed by two original

samples. In figure 8.1 the position in these intervals is indicated

with arrows.

Interpolation of line locked samples from burst locked samples can

be achieved by loading the accumulator of the COUNTER with a

specific value at the beginning of each line, instead of resetting

this accumulator to zero. The value that is loaded must be related

to the position of the first sample at the output in the interval of

two original samples (value=length of arrows in fig. 8.1).

An implementation of the principle as described above combined with

the present converter offers the possibility of handling line locked

samples as weI as burst locked samples.

At this moment the converter operates in combination with a micro
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computer. Once an optimal impulse response is found, the computer is

not necessary anymore, because the response can be stored in ROM. At

this point the other functions that the computer is used for can be

implemented in relatively simple hardware, and thus the computer can

be omitted.

The RESTART GENERATOR that is programmed by the computer can be

replaced by a circuit that synchronizes an external blanking pulse

with the system clock, and thus programming is not necessary

anymore.

The third function of the computer is the calculation of the value

that is stored in the A-register of the COUNTER. Because only the

ratio of the two sampling rates used is of importance, this value

can, after some simple operations, also be determined with a simple

counter. This counter should use the clock as reference and FH as

input signal. By updating the constant in the A-register regularly,

the converter automatically adapts itself to the momentary

conversion ratio, and thus will also be able to adapt itself to slow

variations in one or both of the sample clocks.

Less memory locations are necessary for the CMs. Measurements

showed that with 32 memory locations per eM the visible result is

the same as when 256 locations per CM are used.

At this moment two line memories are used. If high speed FIFO

buffers are available, both memories can be replaced by one buffer.

This reduces the necessary amount of hardware significantly.
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